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FOREWORD

T

he creative arts therapies have a unique and even enviable potential to transform the pursuit of knowledge. We are a richly interdisciplinary field combining the resources of the arts, science, healing,
and service to others. The creative arts therapies have also demonstrated an adventurous pragmatism in creating partnerships with mental health, education, medicine and various human service professions. As a professional community united by a belief in the healing
powers of the arts, we have been open to collaborations with diverse
institutions ranging from traditional therapeutic settings to the corporate world.
The greatest obstacle to fully realizing this potential is the adjunctive identity that has characterized the profession since its inception.
Although many pioneers and practitioners have made successful
efforts to affirm the primary therapeutic features of the different creative arts therapies, there has been a particularly strong tendency to
rely on behavioral science paradigms whenever discussing the subject
of research. These attitudes and practices have kept us on the periphery in relation to research focused on the creation of new knowledge.
A lack of appreciation by the outside world and other professional
groups can be approached as a concrete and very fixable problem.
When others do not understand what we do and how it can be of use
to the world, we are given a clear platform to present what we can
offer. I have discovered that academic and professional communities
as well as the general public, are fascinated by the integration of the
arts, therapy, healing, and psychological understanding. There are
great opportunities yet to be realized by the creative arts therapies and
perhaps the most challenging obstacle our profession faces its own
vii
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self-image.
In accepting the argument that we need to justify what we do
through "accepted" behavioral and social science research methods,
we have placed ourselves under the dominion of concepts and methods that do not resonate with what we are, what we do, and what we
need to know in order to improve ourselves and more effectively communicate with the world. We have lost valuable time and resources in
attempting to adapt to the research paradigms of other disciplines, that
now openly acknowledge how the restrictions of their "conceptual
blueprints in comparison with the complexities of empirical phenomena" make it difficult to open to the unexpected (Portes, 2000, p. 4).
In Art-Based Research (1998) I describe how artistic inquiry might
even have something to offer the larger scientific community in understanding experience. Many of the world's great scientists have been
intrigued by connections with the arts, realizing that the creative imagination integrates analytic and aesthetic ways of knowing. The pragmatic and open-minded researcher realizes that it is the unpredictable
discoveries, often stimulated by factors outside the lines of conventional inquiry, that move science forward in significant ways. The creative imagination functions best when it is free to make new connections amongst the most varied mix of ingredients.
Doctoral study by creative arts therapists within settings like The
Union Institute and the emerging European Graduate School in
Switzerland is a great frontier for our profession. Although there are
many benefits to researching the creative arts therapies within social
and behavioral science doctoral programs there are unavoidable
issues of having to accommodate to the research methods of other disciplines which become the dominant partner. We need to create communities of scholars committed to supporting and inspiring one another in the creation a new research tradition based upon artistic inquiry.
The older and more accepted methods of research used by other
disciplines can teach us a great deal about disciplined inquiry, the criticism of knowledge, and the creation of new knowledge. My own doctoral research in the psychology of art used relatively standard behavioral science methods to investigate the subject of artistic motivation.
My faculty advisor saw that although I was mastering certain psychological research methods, my art was not involved. He encouraged me
to expand the inquiry by making and exhibiting my own paintings.
At that time in the mid-1970s my psychological and artistic investi-
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gations happened on parallel tracks. Although there was certainly an
integration of some kind taking place in my work, the two modes of
inquiry stayed within the lines of their respective spheres. It never
occurred to me that my art-making could be used as a valid method of
inquiry.
Later work as a supervisor of graduate students in creative arts therapy resulted in my paradigm shift. I realized how the therapeutic
methods that students loved and wanted to master, were not being
used as modes of inquiry in their thesis research. The needs of students
to use their own creative expression as a way of understanding the
healing powers of art was my impetus in exploring new ways of
approaching research (McNiff, 1998).
It is time to establish a more universal research tradition that
respects the inherent intelligence of the arts. "Art is a way of knowing"
as Pat Allen (1995) writes and perhaps our most ancient mode of pondering and coming to terms with the problems, contradictions, and
powers of human experience. But as Stephen Levine notes, not all artmaking is research (2000, p. 3). What are the differences? What type
of artistic inquiry will contribute to the creation of a useful and intelligent research tradition? What should we avoid? How do we connect
artistic inquiry with discursive and analytic language (Levine, p. 3)?
These issues and challenges emerging from the creation of a new artbased research tradition are fascinating, not only in terms of the field
of creative arts therapy, but within the broader domain of epistemology and disciplined inquiry into human experience.
The most formidable problem faced by creative arts therapy in
exploring these opportunities is the belief commonly held by our educational programs, professional associations, and professional certification authorities that we have to justify ourselves through conceptual
frameworks and research methods that do not emerge directly from
our practice. This is a strange and unique dilemma that some feel
betrays an attitude of inferiority. My sense is that these identity issues
have evolved from the early advantages creative arts therapists experienced by attaching themselves to what were then the more mainstream and acceptable methods of the behavioral and social sciences.
Although we have now outgrown this need to empower ourselves by
relying on others, the adjustment to autonomy is not easy. There is a
need for strong, intelligent, confident, and clear voices to guide the formation of a new tradition.
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It is within this larger context of opportunities that Lenore
Wadsworth Hervey's book, Artistic Inquiry in Dance/Movement Therapy,
is being published. This is a clear and engaging text that provides an
overview of how artistic inquiry relates to the larger world of research.
With great respect for other traditions, Wadsworth Hervey articulates
the unique and unrealized potential of the arts as ways of exploring the
world while also providing a structure and introduction to ideas and
methods that will guide researchers. I especially appreciate how the
author makes useful and intelligent links to philosophy and the history of ideas, something that is profoundly absent in psychology. The
breadth of this analysis will make this book illuminating to researchers
in any field.
Attitudes toward research in the creative arts therapies have generally viewed the arts as data that are examined through behavioral science research methods. I appreciate the way Wadsworth Hervey
clearly distinguishes this analysis of art materials from art making as a
method of inquiry. She supports my long-standing belief that art-based
research does not necessarily fit inside the parameters of the quantitative-qualitative dichotomy of behavioral science. Artistic inquiry is not
yet another of the many types to be listed under qualitative research
methods. Although I respect what qualitative behavioral science
researchers do, art can be something quite different. Art-based
research might often relate to behavioral science but we are not contained by it. The phenomena of the arts must be allowed to speak for
themselves within their unique environments.
This expansion of possibilities recognizes that behavioral science
research methods may be the best vehicles for examining certain types
of issues in the creative arts therapies. Lenore Wadsworth Hervey and
I simply encourage the "addition" of artistic inquiry to the range of
options. We are not making a one-sided insistence that a particular
way of doing research is the best way to approach every situation.
In addition to making important contributions to furthering inquiry
in all artistic media, Wadsworth Hervey focuses on particular dynamics of research within dance and movement. I have a special interest
in kinesis and flow as a basic condition of human experience.
Everything I do within life and the arts is grounded on a sensitivity to
the process and mystery of movements constantly emerging from
another. As we know from the ancient Greece of Heraclitus, the foundational principles of Buddhism, and contemporary physics, nature
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and consciousness are in a state of constant flux. Movement is the
basic principle of existence and we know so little about it. We have yet
to seriously reflect upon Ahab's question in Moby Dick, " Is Ahab,
Ahab? Is it I, God, or who, that lifts this arm?"
Where creative arts therapies have adapted themselves to the very
linear scientific paradigms of behavioral science, I have argued that we
should look more closely at links to physics. The physicist David
Bohm describes how "thought itself is in an actual process of movement" that is connected to the larger "flow in the movement of matter
in general" (1980, p. ix). Bohm used his bodily experience as a way of
understanding problems in advanced physics. Like Einstein, he trusted his intuitive physical sensations as a way of grasping the complex
movements of phenomena. This laboratory of personal experience
enabled Bohm to penetrate depths that were not accessible by logical
and mathematical analysis.
So rather than thinking about movement from the window of cognition, we can invert the relationship and know more about thought
by approaching it via movement. Can you imagine a research center
operating in a dance studio where investigators move freely and reflect
upon the flow of their gestures; the feelings they have before, during,
and after the sessions; the effects of the environment on their movements; the ways in which other people in the room influence them;
moving in silence vs. moving with a drum; the way in which movements emerge naturally from one another during an improvisation;
the use of movements to understand and re-frame our psychological
problems and conflicts, and even the use of bodily sensations and
movement interactions with others to re-vision how we relate to one
another in the workplace?
Rather than utilizing psychology to "explain" movement, imagine
moving to gain a better understanding of psychological well-being. If
the most advanced physicists of the past century respected these methods of inquiry, why can't the creative arts therapies?
Faced with these exciting opportunities that are affirmed by
advances in science, dance/movement therapy together with the other
creative arts therapies continue to operate almost exclusively with the
boxes of the most conventional behavioral science research methods.
Wadsworth Hervey documents how researchers in dance/movement
therapy have given no attention to artistic inquiry and she reports the
absence of any dialogue about art-based research in her profession's
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publications. She presents the work of Bill T.Jones in creating the multimedia performance Still/Here as an example of an extended work of
artistic inquiry that can stimulate researchers in her discipline to dance
in a more open and creative space.
Artistic Inquiry in Dance/Movement Therapy will augment the practice
of research in dance/movement therapy where there is sometimes a
tendency to overcompensate for the body-oriented nature of the work
with a belief that the discipline is not conceptual enough. As
dance/movement therapy re-discovers the intelligence of the body
and nature's movements, it will achieve a more complete integration
with the mind. In addition to serving her discipline of dance/movement therapy, Lenore Wadsworth Hervey crosses over to the larger
context of creative research and reminds us all to stay rooted in the
immediate physical experiences that inform everything. Movement is
our common source and let's use its wisdom and creativity to gain a
more complete understanding of ourselves and the world.
Shaun McNiff
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PREFACE

T

his book offers a compelling research alternative for dance/movement (and other creative arts) therapists who recognize how valuable artistic ways of knowing are to the theory and practice of their
profession. It encourages participation in a mode of inquiry that
invites fully authentic engagement, inspires excitement about discovery, and builds confidence in abilities to contribute to the professional
body of research literature. Artistic inquiry requires the combination
of creative, artistic, and aesthetic skills used in service of the embodied therapeutic relationship that qualiffies dance/movement therapists
as unique researchers.
Artistic inquiry is defined as research that: (1) uses artistic methods
of gathering, analyzing, and/or presenting data; (2) engages in and
acknowledges a creative process, and (3) is motivated and determined
by the aesthetic values of the researcher(s). These three defining characteristics are theoretically and practically examined in depth and
accompanied by examples of artistic inquiry relevant to dance/movement therapy. Interdisciplinary support for the validity of artistic
inquiry is drawn from a rich field of resources, including philosophy,
social sciences, education, and the arts. Still/Here, a multimedia dance
work by Bill T. Jones, is presented as a work of art that can be viewed
as artistic inquiry. Jones' use of dance as the primary expressive medium, drawing from the verbal and non-verbal narratives of people living with terminal illnesses, exemplifies the potential that artistic
inquiry has for dance/movement therapy.
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The book concludes with recommendations for the promotion and
evaluation of artistic inquiry projects. Throughout, it upholds a vision
of research as a vital, satisfying, and essential part of a dance/movement therapist's career.
L.WH.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCfION

A

to my attention through the writings of
Shaun McNiff and Elliot Eisner, who have for many years been
devoted to the promotion of alternative forms of research within their
respective fields of creative arts therapy and education. With admiration for their work, I attempt here to further develop the idea of artistic inquiry through clear definition and through identification of contemporary research that fits this definition. I hope to promote artistic
inquiry as a form of research compatible with the values and unique
skills of dance/movement therapists, thereby offering it as a useful tool
in support of the profession's growth.
Following this introductory chapter, literature that discusses the
recent development of artistic inquiry (called arts-based research by
some) will be reviewed, with special attention to Eisner's and McNiff's
contributions. The scholarly context for this project will be an interdisciplinary field that crosses education, the social sciences, and a
small subsection of psychology that includes the creative arts therapies. This scope is determined by my inquiry's purpose and by these
fields' recognition of artistic methods of research.
Artistic inquiry's potential for dance/movement therapy will be
explored in four chapters: one for each of artistic inquiry's three major
descriptors, and the fourth describes a dance work that exemplifies all
three. Throughout, illustrative references will be made to a small
research project entitled "Identifying dance/movement therapy students' feelings and attitudes about doing research" which is described
RTISTIC INQUIRY CAME
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in its entirety in the Appendix. The concluding chapter will examine
the applicability of artistic inquiry to research in dance/movement
therapy and will consider methods of assessing the quality and value
of projects using artistic inquiry.
The following pages of this chapter introduce the research problem
and the methods used to investigate it. Five terms essential to this discussion (artistic inquiry, research, creative arts therapy, dance/movement therapy, and science) are defined for use in this context. The
idea of truth is then explored to a greater extent, as I see its meaning
and relevance at this time as controversial in the field of research. The
chapter then moves this investigation beyond concerns with truth and
concludes with a discussion of two concepts deeply relevant to artistic
inquiry: aesthetics and authenticity.
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
I believe that the greatest research asset of the creative arts therapies profession is the fact that we cannot be exclusively identified with either art or
science. (McNiff, 1986, p. 281)

In the topography of diSciplines, dance/movement therapy, like all the
creative arts therapies, is indeed located insecurely yet undeniably
between the arts and what some would consider the science of psychology. This position creates some conflicts within and around the profession, one of which arises in efforts to produce and promote research in
the field. Some well-meaning advisors to the field (Chaiklin, 1968, 1997;
Holtz, 1990; Milberg, 1977) have strongly suggested that quantitative evidence of our clinical outcomes would gamer recognition from administrators, insurance companies, and other power wielders in the mental
healthcare system. Yet high quality research of this type, demonstrating
the efficacy of any of the creative arts therapies, is still rarely evident in
professional journals (Chaiklin, 1997; Edwards, 1993). As recently as
1996, Ritter and Low published a meta-analysis of research in
dance/movement therapy that indicated a body of literature "rife with
methodological problems" (p. 258) that could not strongly support the
therapeutic successes it seemed to suggest.
McNiff (1993), Landy (1993), Junge and Linesch (1993), Knill,
Barba and Fuchs (1995), and other creative arts therapists have recently offered alternatives to quantitative studies, but potential researchers
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seem to be slow to understand or appreciate their value. Many still
believe that hope lies exclusively in striving for recognition within the
human sciences, and so have turned away from the unique skills and
strengths of their arts.
This dilemma extends beyond dance/movement and the other creative arts therapies. Much of the modern world has been convinced
that the scientific method is the only way to authoritative knowledge
and truth, and only recently, in the postmodern era, have larger numbers of people begun to question this paradigm and its power. Yet
many dance/movement therapists are still unaware that there are valid
research options beyond the positivist, quantitative approach. Now, as
postmodern proponents of qualitative methods in many fields are
challenging traditional and modern understandings of inquiry,
dance/movement therapists could truly have the "freedom of inquiry"
that McNiff offered in 1986. In this discussion, I, like McNiff in the following passage, extend the call for alternative methods of research
beyond even the qualitative, and into the realm of the artistic.
We must ... become involved in questioning the nature of research in order
to protect and advance the artistic interests of our profession. We cannot
rely on the larger behavioral science community to articulate our scholarly
priorities. (1986, p. 279)

I have become involved in this question over the past ten years
while teaching research to dance/movement therapy students. I feel
compelled to respond to my student's desires to participate in modes
of inquiry that will invite their full authentic engagement, inspire their
excitement about what they could discover, and build confidence in
their ability to contribute to their profession through research.
Unfortunately, traditional forms of research estrange too many from
the pursuit of knowledge and leave them feeling hopeless about its
usefulness for their professional futures. As a dance/movement and
expressive arts therapist myself, as well as an educator, I have had my
own encounter with traditional research methods that has contributed
to my understanding of theirs. This project is very much motivated by
a commitment to my students and an equal commitment to the art
form of dance as vital to every aspect of the authentic practice of
dance/movement therapy.
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METHODS

The method of this inquiry began with a deep and prolonged exposure to the attitudes of dance/movement therapy students toward
research, during which I carne to know their struggles and their learning styles intimately. As part of teaching and the necessary ongoing
learning about research, I had been reading professional publications such
as the AmericanJournal ofDance Therapy and T7ze Arts in Psychotherapy regularly. I noted the nature and quality of the research in dance/movement and
other creative arts therapies, as compared to that presented in the psychological and educational journals. In 1995, the interdisciplinary journal
called Qyalitative Inquiry published its first volume, and my concept of what
research could be exploded beyond all previous boundaries. Although I
had been familiar with qualitative methods, as well the idea of artistic
inquiry through McNiff, the articles in this journal consistently challenged
previous limitations of method and imagination. I attended the 1996
Association of Educational Research Conference on Qualitative Research
entitled "Improvisations and Deep Structures: Alternative Forms of Data
Representation," where I had the opportunity to see several examples of
research presented in artistic forms, most notably dramatic.
My search continued with an extensive exploration of the literature about
alternative forms of research, creative process, aesthetics, and the philosophy of the new sciences. I began to formulate my own understanding of
what artistic inquiry could be and drafted a provisional definition. With this
definition in mind, I presented the idea of artistic inquiry to my students and
to colleagues at professional conferences, receiving feedback as to its meaning and relevance to them and making adjustments in response. Myexploration of theoretical writing on the subject continued as I compared theory
with research that exemplified these concepts. The definition gradually
evolved into what it is in this document
Upon discovering Bill Moyers' interview with performer!choreographer
Bill T.Jones, I recognized that one ofJones' recent works, Stil1JHere, epitomized what I envisioned artistic inquiry to be. I entered into an in-depth
study ofJones and this particular work through multiple primary and secondary resources, including live performances and lectures. This process
further clarified and challenged the meaning of artistic inquiry. The final
stage of this investigation into artistic inquiry has entailed questioning its
value and applicability to dance/movement therapy and anticipating how
to support and evaluate future artistic inquiry projects.
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DISCUSSION OF TERMS

Obviously the entirety of this document is devoted to an explication
of artistic inquiry, but before going much farther it seems appropriate
to succinctly clarify what I mean by the term. In addition, because
they are frequently referred to but not further defined in later discussions, my understanding and use of the terms research, creative arts
therapy, dance/movement therapy, and science are included here.
Three other core concepts: art, creativity and aesthetics will be
addressed in greater depth in subsequent chapters.
ARTISTIC INQUIRY. I have developed a tripartite definition for artistic inquiry. The more completely any given research meets the three
criteria or descriptors, the more clearly it can be identified as artistic
inquiry. Each of these criteria will be discussed in depth in their own
chapters, complete with examples of research that exemplify the application of the concept.
1. Artistic inquiry uses artistic methods of gathering, analyzing,
and/ or presenting data.
2. Artistic inquiry engages in and acknowledges a creative process.
3. Artistic inquiry is motivated and determined by the aesthetic
values of the researcher(s).
RESEARCH. I assume that the primary purpose of any inquiry is a
fuller, deeper, more accurate understanding of something that is
important to the inquirer. How the drive toward understanding is satisfied determines whether the process is considered research. The
Research Subcommittee of the American Dance Therapy Association
supplied a definition of research that is inclusive enough to be a beginning place for the purposes of this inquiry: "The systematic investigation of a particular area of knowledge. A process that includes data
gathering, data analysis, and drawing conclusions based on the data"
(American Dance Therapy Association 1998).
One characteristic of research that is not explicit in the above definition is the formulation of a guiding research question that clarifies
the focus of inquiry. The research question (not necessarily a hypothesis, which is not useful to all forms of research) is also essential to
developing appropriate methodology. I believe this is true of artistic
inquiry as well, and its presence or absence may in fact be a distinguishing characteristic between art and artistic inquiry.
In addition, ethical behavior, although not a defining criterion, has
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also come to be an indispensable consideration when conducting
research. Ethical treatment of human subjects and ethical use of
research results are dictated by the professional code of ethics of the
association to which the researchers belong. In my opinion, artistic
inquiry, like other forms of research, needs to be equally answerable
to these guidelines, as well as those determined by the context within
which the research is carried out. If the researcher does not belong to
a professional association, then breaches in ethical behavior become
more difficult to assess.
CREATIVE ARTS THERAPY. Ibis umbrella term refers to the group of similar professions that make psychotherapeutic use of the arts as their primary modality. Music, dance, art, poetry, drama, and expressive arts (an intermodal practice) therapy all have professional associations that were founded in the later half of the twentieth century and share a coalition organization that works cooperatively in the best interests of all the creative arts associations. Core to the philosophies of all the creative arts therapies is the
assumption that engagement in the artistic!creative process is healing in and
of itself. The making and subsequent use of art (in any medium) by a
patient to further emotional, physical, intellectual, and spiritual integration
is facilitated through interventions made by an artist/therapist who is
trained in counseling practices and psychological theory as well as his or her
respective art field.
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY.
The American Dance Therapy
Association defines dance/movement therapy as "the psychotherapeutic
use of movement as a process which furthers the emotional, cognitive and
physical integration of the individual" (American Dance Therapy
Association, 1969).
In the mid-twentieth century, the field of dance/movement therapy
was pioneered by several women who began applying what they perceived as the healing aspects of dance to work with people who had
severe psychological disturbances (Levy, 1992). Over the years since
then, many dancers have been drawn to the field through their own healing experiences with dance, forming a passionate, artistic, and ethical
professional body. Dance/movement therapy is offered to groups and
individuals of all ages, with many different diagnoses and other emotional, developmental, cognitive, and!or psychospiritual reasons for
seeking help. The desire to safely share the power of dance has led to
the standardization of extensive graduate-level training that includes theory and practice of psychotherapy methods. Thus we find ourselves

